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TCSS CARES
SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL WELLNESS

TCSS is going GREEN!
Why green?
To combat bias and discrimination! In the 1800's, the color
green was used to brand people who were labeled "insane."
The children's mental health community decided to continue  
using the color green, but with completely different focus.
Green signifies new life, new growth, and new beginnings.
Therefore, we wear green ribbons to raise public awareness,
better the lives of children with serious emotional disorders
and show our support of these children and their families.
Today, the goal of this nationally recognized event is to
increase public awareness and educate communities to
expand the general public's understanding of children's
mental health needs and their resulting impact on families.

WEAR GREEN THIS FRIDAY MAY 7th FOR CHILDREN'S
MENTAL HEALTH DAY!!!



Ask me if it is a good time to talk. I am unique: I may want to talk
with you immediately when something is on my mind, or I may only
share when there aren't any other distractions and it's just you and
me.  
Listen to what I say without speaking or interrupting.
Show you are interested by looking me in the eye with real empathy.
If I avoid eye contact, know it is just hard for me sometimes. 
Sometimes I would rather write you a letter than talk. Allow me to
choose my way to communicate.
Be patient with me. Sometimes I just can't follow or find the words;
be ready to repeat your questions or statements if I ask you to do so. 
Be calm. I may be feeling emotions I can't control; being calm will
help me and yelling will not. 
Allow me to approach you when I feel you are ready to listen to me.
I may not always be comfortable talking with you. If appropriate,
allow me to talk to another trusted adult to get help.
When I am struggling in school, ask me about it in an understanding
and calm way. I am most likely already feeling bad about it. 

Youth Tips for Parents: How to Talk to Your Teenager About His/Her
Mental Health by: PACER Center 
For many parents, talking to their teenager is difficult. The level of
difficulty often increases when your teenager has a mental health or
behavior challenge. The following suggestions are written by teens who
are in a support group for mental health.
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Make sure you praise me when appropriate. Otherwise I may think the
only time you want to talk is when I have done something you don't
like. 
Give me time. Let me know I am important to you and I will talk to you
when I am ready.
Recognize that I have my own skills, talents, and ideas. 
Speak with me in a gentle manner. When you yell or swear it hurts
me, and I may act out or not talk to you.
Realize that you don't always need to have the last word. 

helpguide.org/home-pages/teen-issues.htm

PACER.org

RESOURCES FOR PARENTS

This is a mental health resource website for teens dealing with
depression and suicide. It provides information on signs and symptoms,
how to cope with suicidal thoughts, tips for staying healthy and places to
get help.

PACER provides individual support, advocacy, and education for children
and youth with mental health and emotional or behavioral disorders
through the website.
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believe that they have control over
themselves and their lives, can
influence what happens to them, and
can solve the problems they confront.

are optimistic, see life as a challenge
and change as an opportunity.

Two Different Responses
Have you noticed that some children seem
to flourish even in the face of adversity-
difficult family situations, loss of important
people in their lives, physical handicaps,
learning disabilities? Yet other children see
the smallest obstacle as an insurmountable
stumbling block?
What is it that makes the difference
between these two opposite reactions?
Being able to triumph in the face of life's
challenges is called resiliency.
Components of Resiliency
Resilient children:

Example: If 9 year old William does not do
well on a spelling test, he believes that he
can pull up his grades by studying harder
before the next test.

Example: When 12 year old John is told that
his family has to move to a new city, he
accepts the news, believing that he will
make new friends and enjoy his new
neighborhood. 

RAISING RESILIENT CHILDREN
By: Audrey Krisbergh, Certified Parent
Educator 
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are socially adept, get help from adults and peers when they need it, and establish close bonds
with caregivers and others. 

have a belief that their lives have meaning and that there is a purpose to their struggles. They are
committed to the goals they set and to the effort necessary to reach them. 

Be empathic. Listen to your children so they know you understand their feelings and perspectives.
They will learn that they can turn to you when they are troubled and will see you as a source of
comfort. Empathy helps children develop compassion and healthy relationships with other people.
Love your children in ways that help them feel special and appreciated. Offer unconditional love;
let them know that you cherish and accept them even when they make mistakes. "You didn't do well
on the test. I am glad I am here for you to talk to. Your thoughts and opinions are important to me. " 

Identify and reinforce their strengths. Enable your children to be successful by encouraging
activities that they do well and enjoy doing, that bring them praise and respect from others, and
that lessen stress.
Celebrate your children's accomplishments. "Yay, you did a back flip!"
Emphasize your children's role in creating their own success.  "You kept practicing until you had
the right form."
Recognize that strengths take time to develop. "You persisted in learning to do the flip. In time, you
can master the whole routine."

Example: 6 year old Zach, whose parents are going through a divorce, finds comfort in his relationships
with a caring aunt and his teacher.

Example: 16 year old Carly persists in a difficult project for her social studies class because she
understands the importance to her future of doing well in school now. 

The Four C's of Resiliency
These components of resiliency will help you to translate the concept of resiliency into coping
behaviors in your children:
CONNECTION

COMPETENCY
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Teach your children life skills. These are the everyday tasks that they will need to take care of
themselves. Learning these will enhance their independence and give them confidence in their
ability to manage their world.
Help your children find opportunities in the challenges they face. Teach them to address
problems with a positive, "can-do" attitude.  While you want to empathize at first, "That is quite a
dilemma, " you can help your children move into action, "What ideas do you have for handling the
situation? What help will you need? How else can you look at the situation?"
Communicate to your children that mistakes are for learning. They will feel more confident and
optimistic, and therefore, be more willing to take risks, which is more likely to lead to success. "That
didn't turn out how you expected. What can you do differently next time?"

Discipline in ways that create a safe and secure environment and strengthen self-esteem and
self-control. Be firm, consistent, and respectful. Your children's sense of responsibility for their
own behavior and their own decisions will be enhanced. 
When your child misbehaves or does something wrong, ask yourself, "What does my child need to
learn?" Help you child learn those lessons, skills, and tasks. Avoid blaming, shaming, or other
hurtful responses. For example, a 13 year old who frequently forgets his assignments at home may
need to learn better organizational skills. 
Give your children opportunities to solve problems and make decisions. This will help them to
believe in themselves as capable and in control of their own lives. "We have a problem. What ideas
do you have for solving it?" 
Help your children to become skilled coping with change. Since change is inevitable and can be a
source of stress, your children can benefit from feeling that they can handle transistions. Give them
opportunities to deal with change by introducing small changes in calm times. Teach them to
remind themselves, "I can handle this. It may be difficult, but I can handle it."

CONTROL
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Help your children to set and stick with goals. Encourage them to think about different ways to
reach each goal and to persist even in the face of some frustration. "You are having trouble with
that song and don't want to play the flute any longer. Your teacher is counting on you. You need to
stay with it until after the concert. I believe if you work at it, you can do it."
Promote a strong work ethic. The attitude "I will do my best" will develop the habit of working hard
in your children and a belief that their efforts will help them to succeed. Beyond judging
achievement by a grade or a run scored, have your children answer, "Did I try my hardest?" "Did I put
in the work and the effort?"
Encourage your children to get involved in causes beyond themselves. They will realize that they
can make a difference in the world in things that matter to them. Pick activities you can do together
when they are younger. As they mature, help them to seek out opportunities, such as volunteering
in a soup kitchen, raising money for a collection or a charity, or creating a new program to address
an injustice they see.

COMMITMENT

A Reminder: Be a Role Model
Since you are your child's most important role model, it is helpful to be aware of how you handle
stress, problems, and change. You can teach your children good coping skills by living those skills
yourself, and you can convey an optimistic outlook on life if you approach problems with hope and
determination

THROUGH CONNECTION, TEACHING COMPETENCY, PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR SELF-
CONTROL, AND CONTINUED COMMITMENT, YOU CAN RAISE CHILDREN WHO ARE SUCCESSFUL
PERSONALLY, SOCIALLY, BEHAVIORALLY, AND ACADEMICALLY- IN A WORD:

RESILIENT!
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Welcoming or inclusion activities. Rather than jumping right into instruction, starting with
brief routines and rituals provides us with interactive experiences that give everyone a
voice and connects the community of learners. A few examples:
Use opening check-ins to give students an opportunity to identify their emotions (self-
awareness). Examples: Rhithim App, Zones of Regulations
Have a kindness conversation asking everyone to share an act of kindness they have
given or received recently (social awareness). 
Inspired by Brene Brown, permission slips
(http://www.betterleadersbetterschools.com/permission-slips-fun-faculty-meeting-idea/)
help us set our intention and focus. Share examples such as "I give myself permission to
make a mistake and try again." Then ask students to create their own permission slip
(self-management)

Co-create shared experiences ahead of time for collaborative work, and revisit regularly to
ensure that everyone's needs are being met (relationship skills, responsible decision-
making, social awareness).
Design for inquiry with voice and choice to provide opportunities for learners to construct
meaning through communication and collaboration with their peers. Using an approach
like Discover, Discuss, Demonstrate (/article/discover-discuss-demonstrate-using inquiry-
based-learning-keep-students-engaged) gives learners opportunities to explore content
before direct instruction (relationship skills, responsible decision making, self
management).
Incorporate movement breaks to refresh and reset the brain. These brain breaks could be
a stretch or a mindful breathing practice. Depending on what suits the situation, the break
could be to calm or to energize (self-management).

3 SEL Practices Teachers Can Use Every Day
By: Lainie Rowell

 
1.

 2. Engaging Strategies. There are many SEL opportunities throughout learning experiences
where learners are naturally engaged both individually and with their peers. As educators, we
often use engaging strategies like breakout rooms/small group discussions, wait time, brain
breaks, jigsaw, etc, However, we still need to be explicit with SEL. A few examples:
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We can reflect doing a closing check-in on emotions by simply asking something like,
"which one to two words sum up your feelings about our time together?" (Self-awareness)
Another way to reflect is through a gratitude practice (social awareness). Ask learners to
acknowledge something or someone that they are thankful for. Guide them to think deeply
and name the feelings they are experiencing (self-awareness).
The goal of looking ahead is to get us excited moving forward, and it is also an
opportunity to hold ourselves accountable through goal setting and organization. Use a
planner and/or set a reminder to execute next steps. 

As we plan to use engaging strategies, activities, and protocols, we need to offer both
interactive and reflective options. It is also important to make time to debrief these
experiences, allowing us to identify and connect what we are doing to SEL competencies and
specific skills. 
3. Optimistic closure. The name of this practice often leads to the misconception that we
need to end on a happy note. The reality is that what is most important about this practice is
the intentional and authentic reflection and understanding of the learning experience. This
allows us to both collectively and individually appreciate what we have accomplished and
anticipate what comes next. A few examples:

Emotions matter, and the research on how emotions impact learning is clear. But it isn't just
about accepting SEL's necessity as a means to increased academic performance. Using the
three signature practices as part of a systemic SEL approach allows us to create safe,
equitable, empowering learning experiences for all, kids and adults. 
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